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Abstract
This paper summarizes discrete fracture network (DFN) analysis of the Tracer Reten-
tion Understanding Experiments "TRUE-1" carried out at the Aspo Hard Rock Labo-
ratory in Sweden from 1995 through 2000. These studies confirmed the ability of the
DFN approach, together with conventional advection-dispersion-diffusion assumptions
to calibrate and predict solute transport in a single fracture at the 5 to 10 meter scale.
The analysis also indicated the possibility that alternative formulations of reactive trans-
port constitutive laws may also be useful.

In addition to addressing issues of ADD transport, the "TRUE-1" experiment raised and
addressed important issues regarding solute transport pathways and the effect of fracture
network connectivity on flow and transport in fractured rock.

1 Introduction
Solute transport in fractured rock is controlled by unique combinations of transport
properties, transport pathway geometry, and hydraulic head field. Minor changes in the
head field can radically alter the transport pathways, producing completely different
transport results.

The Tracer Retention Understanding Experiments (TRUE) are part of a research pro-
gram at Aspo, the Swedish Hard Rock Laboratory, designed to study the transport of
radionuclides in crystalline rock AVinberg, et al., 2000/. The TRUE-1 experiment was
carried out in a 50-m scale block of fractured rock at the northern end of the Laboratory,
at the 450 m level (Figure 3b-1). Tracer experiments focused on a geologically and
hydrogeologically identified structure, "Feature A" (Figures 3b-2 and 3b-3) at the 5 to
20 meter scale. The purpose of this paper is to point out several of the interesting
aspects of this experiment, particularly as they relate to improving the understanding of
flow and transport in fractured rocks.
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Figure 3b-l. Setting ofTRUE-1 Experiment /after Winberg et al., 2000/
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Figure 3b-2. Feature A in the TRUE-1 rock (after Winberg et al., 2000).
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Figure 3b-3. Tracer test geometry in the plane of the interpreted "Feature A " /after Winberg et al.,
2000/.
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The JNC/Golder modeling group used stochastic discrete feature network (DFN)
models for analysis and modeling of the TRUE-1 experiment /Dershowitz et al., 2000/.
This effort included identification of conductive features, their geometry, and proper-
ties, stochastic discrete fracture simulations, and flow and transport modeling. Most
DFN analyses were carried out using stochastic models, reflecting the underlying
uncertainty in fracture geometry and properties even for as well characterized a rock
block as TRUE-1. However, by the end of the project, transport was reduced to a
network of less than 10 pipes between injection and collection boreholes, with
deterministically calibrated properties. The details of these analyses are described in
Dershowitz et al. /1996/ and Dershowitz et al. /2001/.

This paper will address four major issues which arose during the project:

1. Identification of flow and transport pathway geometry.

2. Network connectivity and head.

3. Transport process constitutive approaches.

4. Calibration and prediction.

Resolution of these issues is essential to understanding solute transport processes in
fractured rock, and developing an ability to predict transport at larger time and distance
scales.

2 Pathway geometry
Figure 3b-3 shows the geometry of tracer tests carried out in "Feature A". Although the
goal of the experiment was to test a single discrete fracture, evidence from borehole
images clearly demonstrates that at the 10 meter scale of the experiment, "Feature A" is
not a single fracture, but rather a structure made up of multiple fractures, intersected by
and interacting with a fracture network. The orientation of "Feature A" at each of its
intersections with the five experimental boreholes is illustrated in Table 3b-1. The strike
of these intercepts varies from N25W to N46W, with dips between 76 and 80 degrees.
Thus, even while "Feature A" is a relatively well defined feature at the scale of 10 to 50
meters, it is clearly not a single planar structure. In particular, at borehole KXTT4,
"Feature A" consists two distinct fractures with hydraulic response - which indicates
that at least two distinct transport pathways should not be unexpected (Figure 3b-4).

Table 3b-1. Orientations of "Feature A" at intersections with boreholes.

Borehole

KXTT1

KXTT2

KXTT3

KXTT4

Strike of fractures
at "Feature A"

intercept

N36W

N25W

N35W

N34W, N46W

Dip of fractures
at "Feature A"

intercept

78

76

78

76,80
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KXTT3 KXTT4

Figure 3b-4. Intersection of interpreted "Feature A " with boreholes KXTT3 and KXTT4 /after Winberg
etal.,2000/.

Figure 3b-5 illustrates the orientation distribution of potentially conductive features
identified by the project geologist, Jan Hermanson from borehole images, borehole
flow logging and hydraulic interference measurements. The intensity of potentially
conductive fractures in each of the boreholes defining "Feature A" is shown in Figure
3b-6. Based on this analysis, the conductive fracture intensity P32 in the rock block of
"Feature A" is on the order of 3.15 m2/m3. For a five meter transport path, this results in
3 to 7 intersecting conductive fractures with transmissivities similar to "Feature A", i.e,
on the range of 10'6 to 10"8 m2/s. This is illustrated in the DFN model of Figures 3b-7 and
3b-8.

A ALL

Figure 3b-5. Orientation of conductive fractures in boreholes transection the TRUE-1 rock block.
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Figure 3b-6. Results of single packer flow logging in boreholes penetrating the TRUE-1 Rock Block. If
intensity is to be illustrated perhaps this figure is obsolete!?

a) b)

Figure 3b-7. a) DFN Model for "Feature A ", with 5% of Conductive Background Fractures., b) Fracture
Network View of "Feature A " with Conductive Fractures.
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Figure 3b-8. DFN Model with close up of plane of "Feature A" with traces of intersecting conductive
background fractures. KXT-boreholes intercepts indicated in red.

The network aspect of "Feature A" is confirmed by the results of flow dimension
analysis of hydraulic tests conducted in "Feature A". From the five boreholes inter-
secting "Feature A", Dershowitz et al. 119961 evaluated the flow dimension based on
fractional dimension type curve approaches /Doe, 1991/. The flow dimension from four
of five of these tests is 2.6 - indicating a leaky aquifer or fracture network behavior.
Only one test, at KA3005A, away from the focus of the tracer experiments is near 2.0,
the dimension for a single fracture or confined aquifer.

Given this level of structural complexity, it is to be expected that transport in "Feature
A" will follow multiple pathways, and it is perhaps someway surprising when
breakthrough exhibits only a single peak, possibly indicating a single pathway! Further,
borehole intersections show that "Feature A" itself is a combination of multiple splays
and coalesced fractures, as can be seen in the borehole image logs. Additional pathway
structure can be provided by the internal structure of the fracture including mylonites,
breccia, and gouge, as well as variations in fracture aperture (Figure 3b-9).
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CONCEPTUAL REPRESENTATION OF FEATURE A
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Figure 3b-9. Internal structure of "Feature A " /after Winberg et ai, 2000/.

3 Connectivity and hydraulic head
Hydraulic interference was used to evaluate the connectivity of the rock block con-
taining "Feature A." This hydraulic testing indicates that "Feature A" is connected
hydraulically to many of the discrete features in the surrounding 100 m scale rock
volume, but is also hydraulically isolated many conductive structures within the rock
block, even at distances as low as ten meters from "Feature A". This is consistent with
interference behavior observed elsewhere at Aspo and other fractured rock sites /Uchida
et al., 2001/. During the tracer experiments, heads and drawdowns were to be predicted
together with tracer breakthrough. In many cases, this proved to be one of the more
difficult aspects of the modeling, particularly for the DFN approach. In the early tracer
experiments, there was a clear "groundwater" divide within "Feature A", caused by
intersections between "Feature A" and different fractures connecting hydraulically to
the Aspo tunnels. Over time, as the heads in the "Feature A" rock block equilibrated,
this groundwater divide disappeared, and the natural gradient of 0.1% toward the drift
was asserted throughout "Feature A". (Figure 3b-10).

Feature NW2 •'
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Figure 3b-10. Hydraulic head in "Feature A " during sorbing tracer test STT-2.
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Figure 3b-11. Drawdown pattern during tracer test PDT-4. In which test section?! Bad positioning of
legend!

Hydraulic responses are thus the key to understanding the connectivity of "Feature A",
and its place in the surrounding fracture network. For any realization of a discrete
fracture network, stochastic fracture properties and the connectivity to boundary con-
ditions are different. This results in differences in drawdown patterns between different
DFN realizations. Figure 3b-11 illustrates drawdown patterns for 10 DFN realizations
of the PDT-4 tracer test. Each of these realizations is consistent with the fracture
statistics and hydraulic tests in the TRUE-1 rock block. However, each realization also
produces different heads and thus significantly different gradients and flow fields within
"Feature A". This allows the quantification of the level of uncertainty in tracer predic-
tion due to geometry and connectivity of intersecting fractures. For the purposes of
"prediction" however, JNC/Golder took the DFN realization which provided the best
match for the drawdown pattern of PDT-4, and used this for prediction of sorbing tracer
transport along the same pathways and under the same boundary conditions.

Table 3b-2 illustrates the use of the calibrated DFN model to produce a probabilistic
prediction of drawdown in response to PDT-4.

A variety of stochastic continuum approaches have been used to model "Feature A",
placing emphasis on the pattern of transmissivity and transport aperture within the
single fracture, and generally ignoring connectivity to the intersecting fracture networks.
This approach has the advantage of simplicity, but misses the important physical
phenomena described above - it is easier to calibrate heads when you don't need to
consider the uncertainty in fracture intersections and connectivity, but it is not
necessarily better!
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Table 3b-2. Calibration of head field of DFN model prior to prediction of sorbing tracer
test STT-1.

KA3005A
KXTT1
KXTT2
KXTT3
KXTT4

Measured
m

-49.90
-49.09
-49.36
-48.97
-49.04

Calc. mean
m

-49.58
-49.25
-49.27
-49.24
-49.37

Defference
m

0.32
-0.16
0.09
-0.27
-0.33

Min.
m

-49.80
-49.32
-49.35
-49.31
-49.49

Max.
m

-49.425
-49.138
-49.142
-49.124
-49.28

St. Dev.
m

0.139
0.065
0.077
0.074
0.090

This is illustrated by the distance drawdown relationship from tracer tests carried out on
"Feature A". Figure 3b-12 shows the drawdown at borehole KXTT4 as a result of
pumping from borehole KXTT3, only 4.7 m away. At the same pumping rate of 0.2
liters/minute, the drawdown during experiment STT-2 is four times greater than that
observed in experiment PDT-2. At the same time, the recovery from PDT-2 is over 10
percent larger than for STT-2, even though the hydraulic response is smaller. The
pumping rate of experiments RC-1 and PDT-3 is 0.4 liters/minute, doubled that of
STT-2. However, the drawdown due to RC-1 is lower than that from STT-2, and the
recovery of STT-2 is similar to that in RC-1. Neither of these behaviors can be pre-
dicted by a model which does not consider the complexity of the connectivity of the
fracture network in the TRUE-1 block, and the interaction between fractures and the
changing head field during the TRUE-1 experiment.

KXTT4 to KXTT3 (4.7 m)

RC-1 STT-1

STT-2 has lower recovery than PDT-:

A PDT-1

STT-2 tips 2 to 3x the drawdown of PDT-2

• Drawdown dh (m)

: ^ Recovery (%)

PDT-1

100%

0.2 0.25

Flux Q (l/m)

0.35

Figure 3b-12. Hydraulic responses during tracer tests in "Feature A " between KXTT4 (source) ana
KXTT3 (sink).
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Figure 3b-13. Mass recovery (%) along schematic pathways between boreholes KXTT1, KXTT3, and
KXTT4 in the plane of the interpreted Feature A.

This enigma of connectivity is further illustrated in Figure 3b-13. Experiments between
KXTT4 and KXTT3, and between KXTT1 and KXTT3 show strong connectivity, with
on the order of 90 to 100% recovery for conservative tracers. At the same time, experi-
ments between KXTT1 and KTXX4 in Feature A show only 5% recovery! This beha-
vior is inconsistent with the idea of pathways controlled by the stochastic pattern of
apertures on fractures. However, it is reasonably, when considering that the actual
connections are through the multiple fractures which make up "Feature A", and that
small changes in the head field can completely change the transport pathways in the
fracture network. Clearly under the head field based on pumping in KXTT4, the trans-
port pathways do not follow the route via KXTT3!

4 Transport processes
One of the goals of the TRUE-1 experiments was to improve our understanding of
transport processes. It is hoped that deeper evaluation of the results from the TRUE-1
experiments will help to clarify the fundamental uncertainties regarding flow and
transport in porous media:

• What is dispersion and what is the best way to parameterize dispersion to under-
stand both symmetric (Gaussian) and non-symmetric dispersion? Can non-
symmetric dispersion be explained in terms of multi-rate advection, or is it related
solely to mobile-immobile exchange?

• What is the nature of exchange between mobile and immobile zones along transport
pathways. Is this primarily a diffusional phenomenon, or are there other mechanisms
such as locally turbulent mixing involved?
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Going into the TRUE-1 project, JNC/Golder assumed that the important processes for
transport are:

• Advection - transport of solutes at the same velocity as groundwater motion.

• Dispersion - variations in solute transport velocity due to variations in groundwater
velocity.

• Immobile Zone exchange - exchange of mass between the mobile (advective)
portions of the fracture pore-space and immobile zones such as infillings, stagnant
pools, altered rock, fracture coating minerals, and the rock itself.

• Sorption - chemical attachment between certain tracers and certain minerals.

Non-Flowing
Pore Space

Fraclun
Immobile Zone

Diffusion into Rook Matrix

Diffusion into Rock Matrix

r- Non-Flowing
/ Pore Space

- Fracture Infill in
Flowing Zone

Aperture, a -

Fraclure Infill with -
Retardation, Rn(

— Row Width. W,-

Matrix of Porosity, n. Tortuosity T,
& Matrix Retardation Rm

Flowing Fracture

Difusion into Rock Matrix

Max. Matrix
Diffusion Distance

"Diffusion into
Non-Flowing
Pore Space

Fraclure Infill with
Retardation, R,

Row Area = Wf • a

Matrix Diffusive Area/Unit Length = 2 Wt, where W, is transport width, Wf <=Wt

Non-Flowing Diffusive Area/Unit Length = 2a

Figure 3b-14. Advection-Dispersion-Diffusion (ADD) transport constitutive approach for
PAWorks/LTG.
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Of these processes, there is the most uncertainty concerning immobile zone exchange. Is
this purely a diffusive process proportional to differences in concentration, or is it the
result of local turbulent mixing (advective exchange). Is immobile zone exchange
controlled strictly by the available surface area, as some theorize, or is it controlled by
the geological structure and material distribution within the fracture ?

JNC/Golder utilized three different solute transport approaches to examine the extent to
which the important issues of immobile zone exchange can be resolved within the
context of the TRUE-1 experiments: Conventional advection/dispersion/diffusion
(ADD), Immobile zone exchange (IMX), and Continuous time random walk /CTRW;
Berkowitz et al, 2000/.

The ADD approach is illustrated in Figure 3b-14 /Dershowitz et al., 1998/. The Laplace
Transform Galerkin solution for solute transport ADD assumes steady-state flow and a
second-order approach to describe the diffusive mass transfer of a solute between the
groundwater in a pipe and the multiple immobile porosity zones attached to it, the
advective-dispersive transport of solute species n in a pipe network is given by
/Sudicky, 1990/:

im=\

where:
n =
im =
IM( X) =
A(X) =
Rn( X) =
q (X) =

Dx (X) =

a =
Dn =

M (t) =
Q =
S(X- X')
S(X-X*)

V i m =
D i m =
0 i m =
C n =

Cn =

C"" -
X =
X' =

nuclide index [-]
immobile zone class number (note: if desired im can equal 0) [-
total number of immobile zones attached to pipe X [-]
pipe cross-sectional area [L2]
retardation factor [-]
specific discharge (= Pipe velocity v) [L/T]

dispersion coefficient = OCV + D° [L2/T]

pipe longitudinal dispersivity [L],

free-solution diffusion coefficient [L2/T]

decay constant [1/T]
internal solute mass source/sink [M/T]
external fluid source/sink [L3/T]
dirac delta [1/L]

dirac delta [ 1 /L]
block surface area per unit volume of matrix and fissures [1/L]
matrix effective diffusion coefficient [L2/T]
immobile zone porosity for immobile zone "im"
pipe concentration [M/L3]

concentration of injectate in external fluid source [M/L3]

Immobile zone concentration [M/L3]

Distance along interconnected pipe network [L]
Location of solute mass source/sink [L]
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X - Location of external fluid source/sink [L]
w = Distance perpendicular to plane of fracture [L]
t = time [T]

The second order approach implemented for diffusive exchange of solute mass between
the pipes and any on the im immobile zones attached to them is described by:

9m {im,X)RT (iml)^- - ^-9m (im,X)Dim
at aw dw (2)

nC: - 9m (im^R^iim^A^C^ = 0

where:

9 (im, X) = Immobile zone porosity for immobile zone "im" attached to pipe

R"" (im, X) - Immobile zone retardation factor for immobile zone "im" attached

to pipe " X" [-]

C,"" = Concentration in matrix [M/L3]

D m = Matrix effective diffusion coefficient [L2/T]

D°n = Free-solution diffusion coefficient [L2/T]

T = Tortuosity [-]

The above equations used for the ADD approach recognize that we do not fully
understand immobile zone exchange by providing the option of multiple immobile
zones, each with its own diffusion rate, thickness, tortuosity, and porosity. Providing for
multiple immobile zones is particularly useful in considering transport at multiple time
and distance scales. While fracture infillings may be the primary immobile zone for
transport at the 5 meter and one month scale, intact rock is more likely to be the most
important immobile zone for distance scales of kilometers and time scales of hundreds
or thousands of years. For the purposes of the TRUE-1 experiment, only a single
immobile zone is used, and this immobile zone represents the short terms, small
capacity immobile zone of gouge, breccia, and altered rock which is most likely to be
important in the short time and distance scale. However, the same model can be used for
longer time frames by adding additional immobile zone porosities to the porosities in
the TRUE-1 model.

Advective exchange (AX) /Miller, 1996/ assumes that the process of exchange between
mobile and immobile zones occurs at a fixed rate of exchanges per meter of advection,
rather than at a rate proportional to differences in concentration. This model is illus-
trated in Figure 3b-15. The approach is based on two parameters: p\ the number of
advective exchanges per meter, and fimm, the ratio of the immobile zone volume to the
mobile zone volume.
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Figure 3b-15. Advective eXchange (AX) transport constitutive approach /Miller, 1996/.

Continuous Time Random Walk (CTRW) was developed by Berkowitz et al. /2000/ to
explain the frequent occurrence of non-symmetrical (non-Gaussian) dispersion on the
basis of multi-rate advection. CTRW treats both diffusion and Gaussian dispersion as
special cases of multi-rate advection, and can reproduce both diffusive and Gaussian
transport on the basis of a single parameter (3, the power for the assumed powerlaw
(Pareto) distribution of velocity. The CTRW method is summarized in Figure 3b-16
/after Berkowitz et al, 2000/.
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Figure 3b-16. Continuous Time Random Walk (CTRW) transport constitutive approach /Berkowitz et al.,
2000/
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STT-2: Predicted Results versus SKB data for Uranine

Elapsed Time (hours)

Figure 3b-17. ADD transport prediction for conservative tracer Uranine, STT-2 experiment.

While it was hoped that the TRUE-1 experiments would distinguish between different
fundamental theoretical approaches to dispersion and immobile exchange, all three of
the approaches implemented were able to fit experiments to some level of accuracy.
Example ADD, AX, and CTRW fits to TRUE-1 experiments are shown in Figures 3b-
17, 3b-18, and 3b-19. In addition, the LaSAR approach for multi-rate advection
/Cvertkovic et al., 1999/ was also successful in matching the TRUE-1 experiments. The
only conclusion from this is that, at present, multiple and conflicting theories about
transport in fractures can reproduce the TRUE-1 experiments, and additional experi-
ments will be required to distinguish between them.

Measured

FIM=0.75

FIM=0.72S

40 60

Timein Hours

100

Figure 3b-18. AX transport calibration for conservative tracer Uranine, STT-2 experiment.
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Figure 3b-19. CTRW transport calibration for conservative tracer Uranine, RC-1 experiment.

5 Calibration and prediction
JNC's goal in participating in the TRUE-1 project was to improve our understanding of
transport in fractures and fracture networks, not to demonstrate the predictive abilities
of DFN approaches. Nevertheless, we are somewhat gratified when our calibrated DFN
models demonstrate a certain degree of predictive power. The calibration process itself
was quite edifying, since it showed to what extent model parameters needed to be
adjusted to provide a match to transport experiments.

Over the course of four years JNC/Golder used a series of increasingly refined DFN
models to produce predictions for tracer breakthrough in "Feature A". These experi-
ments went from the initial radially converging tests RC-1 and RC-2, dipole tests DP-1
through DP-4, and sorbing tracer experiments of the tracer retention experiment STT-1,
STT-2, and STT-1 b. The accuracy of calibrations and predictions improved conti-
nuously over this period, and in the end the prediction of STT-2 and STT-1 b was quite
accurate. Predictions for breakthrough of STT-2 tracers are illustrated in Figures 3b-17,
3b-20, 3b-21, and 3b-22. These predictions were based on calibrations to STT-lb
transport behavior, and it should therefore not be too surprising that the predictions,
although blind, are fairly accurate.

The key parameter which determined the success of transport calibrations and predic-
tions was the immobile zone exchange parameters in Equation (2) above. In particular,
the calibrated immobile zone retardation factor Rim

Rim — 1 + Pi / 0j,

(3)
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STT-2: Predicted Results versus SKB Data for i l 4Cs
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Figure 3b-20. ADD transport prediction for l34Cs, STT-2 experiment.

where pjm is the immobile zone bulk density, 9jm is the immobile zone porosity, and Ka'
is the effective distribution coefficient for the immobile zone. The calibrated value of
Rim indicates that either the effective distribution coefficient is 10 times the laboratory
measured values, or the immobile zone porosity is on the order of 15%. Geological
information /Hermanson, 2000/ indicates that the porosity of 15% is not unreasonable if
immobile zone diffusion is primarily to gouge materials. This is also supported by
research described in Altman et al. /2001/.

The other important immobile zone transport parameter is the perimeter of the pipe
pathways. This controls the rate and amount of possible diffusion. The calibrated value
for this parameter is on the order of 5 to 7 meters, for a pipe flow width of 2.5 to 3.5

STT-2: Predicted Results versus SKB Data for Rb

Figure3b-21. ADD transport prediction for '"'Rb, STT-2 experiment.
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STT-2: Predicted Results versus SKB Datafor iJNa

Elapsed Time (hrs)

Figure 3b-22. ADD transport prediction for 22Na, STT-2 experiment.

meters divided by the number of surfaces on which diffusion occurs. For a simple
tabular channel, the number of surfaces is 2. However, with matrix infillings, the
effective number of surfaces may be much larger, resulting in effective transport path
widths more on the expected order of magnitude of 0.1 to 1 m.

Unfortunately, the TRUE-1 experiments did not resolve the issue of the actual mecha-
nism behind the parameters which work for calibrating and predicting ADD solute
transport. However, they did demonstrate that, at least for "Feature A", the ADD
transport assumptions are not inconsistent with observations.

6 Conclusions
The TRUE-1 experiment made major progress in improving the understanding of flow
and transport in fractured rock. The experiment was successful in demonstrating the
usefulness of discrete fracture network methods for characterizing fracture rock and
understanding the geometry of transport pathways, and the possibility of calibrating
DFN models for transport predictions. The experiment did not succeed in resolving the
nature of transport within fracture planes, or in resolving between competing consti-
tutive approaches to solute transport. It is hoped that future transport experiments on
single fractures and fracture networks will further advance the scientific understanding
of flow and transport in fractured rock.
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